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Referring to the graPh,we take xr :
ceed as follows:

CF{APTER4APPLICATIoNSoFTHEDERIVA

1.5 as a first approximation and prg'.

xz:1'5-

x3 : 1'5333 -

x4: 1.5321 -

1.5333

(1.s333)3 - 3(11533J) + 1

=G.s333)'-3
(1.5321)3 - 3(1rs32l) + 1

Itr.s3zr\z - 3

N 1.5371

x 1.5321
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Thus, the desired approximatiolir. L.532,t: Tnr remaining two real roo

can be approximat.o in sim,ar fashion (see Exercise 17)'
_--.:

EXAft#PLE 3 Approximate the real root of x - cos x:0 to th
..:

d.cirnal Places' -

FIGURE 4.62

Newton's method is

xn - cos x,,
xn+1 : xn- lJ;il:'

Following the usual procedure' we obtain

xz :0'8 -

x3 : 0'740 :

x 0.7 40

0.740 - sos 0.740 ,\,, /_-, 0.739
t+

0.739

sin 0.740

- cos 0.739

EXERCISES 4-8

E Ute Newton's method for Exercises

x4: 0'739
1 * sin 0.739

x A.739.

Hence 0.739 is the desired approximation.

q x4-5x2+Zx-5-0; L2,37

s xs+ xz-9x-3:0; L-2, -1]
b sinx + xcos x: cos xl [0'1]

Exer .7-8: Approximate the largest zeto of /(1) to fu.4|.

decimal Places.

z ftx):x4-lLxz-Mx-24
e /(x):x3 -36x-84

Exer. l-2: APProximate

r <lz

to four decimal Places '

?.s

Exer.3-6:Approximate,tofourdecimalplaces,the
root of the ,qlution that lies in the interval.

u,2)

0.8 - cos 0.8

3 xa+Zx3-5x2+L



EXERCISES 4.8
J4&

a- -; 8i

Exer. 9-12: Approximate the real root to two decimal
places.

? Therootof x3*5x13=0
t 0 The largest root of 2x3 - 4x2 - 3x * 1 : 0

r I The positive root of 2x- 3 sin x - 0

tZ Therootof cosx* x:2
Exer. 13-20: Approximate all real roots of the equation
to two decimal places.

lB xa - r25

t5 x4-x-2:0
rvx3-3x*1:0
tq 2x- 5-sinx-0
Exer. 2l-24: Approximate, to two decimal places, the
x-coordinates of the points of intersection of the graphs
of the equations.

7l !:x2; y:fr1 :
72, y: x3; '' y - 7 - xz

?3Y:coslx; y-9-x2 
!

24y:sin2x; y-6x-6
es Approximations to Tc may be obtained by applying

Newton's method to f(x): sin x and,letting xr : 3.

{a} Find the first five approximations to tT.

{b} What happens to the approximations if x, _ 6?
7$ A dramatic exampre of the phenomenon of resonance

occurs when a singer adjusts the pitch of her voice to
shatter a wine glass. Functions given bV f @) : axcos bx
occur in the mathematical analysis of such vibrations.
Shown in the figure is a graph of /(x) - x cos 2x. use
Newton's method to approximate, to three decimal
places, the critical numbei af f that lies between I and, z.
EXERCISE ?6 LY

HXEffiCBStr 27

I (u) : 16x3 24x? + !2x 1

a8 lf f(x) : vLt3, show that Newton's method fails for any
first approximation x1 * 0.

H r*er.29-30: The functions f and, ghave azero at x = l.
flmg Let xt: L.L in (4,23) and find x2, x3, and xufot each
function. gb$ why are the approximations for the zero
of g more accurate than those for the zero of f?

l-el Exer. 3l-32: rf it is difficult to calculate f,(x), the for-
mula in (4.23) may be replaced by

where m =
f(x") - f(x,-r) x f'(xo),xn - Xn-t

Two initial values, x, and x, are required to use this
method (called the secant method). LJse the secant
method to approximate, to three decimal places, the
zero of f that is in [0, 1].

33 f(x) : tan} (cos2 x * A.25) - 0.5x;
xl : 0.5, xz:0.55

Ba f(x): .*= - s ,8, x1 : 0.4, xz - 0.5

H p*er. 33-34: Graph f and, g on the same coordinate
axes. $m3 Estimate, to one decimal place, the x-
coordinate x, of the point of intersection of the graphs.
gtug use Newton's method (4.23) to approximate the x-
coordinate in (a) to two decimal places.

3s f(x) - o1x' * x - 1; E@): sin2 x

BnE f(*)-xl-x2+x-1;
g(x) - -x3 - 1.1x2 - x - 1.9

'jii10x2-1:0
(a);'; x'- Zxt + 4 - 0

$$ x3 + 2x2 - 8x - 3 :0
?ti x2 - cos 2x - 0
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,ln: graph or a
il*o't rnethod

function / is shown.
fails to approximate

Explain why New-
the zero of f if* 0.5.
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